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  TRACKLIST
1 The Sun
2 Siren Calls
3 Try Hard Enough 
4 What Are You Looking For
5 Family
6 Alfred
7 Morning Would 
8 Straying Through The Streets 
9  Wax And Wane 
10 A Thousand Miles
11 In The Fields 
12 If You Ask Me 
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  ALBUMINFO
It’s hard to avoid the overuse of superlatives when describing the new album 
from Death by Chocolate. The band’s close collaboration with Swedish  
producer Ronald Blood has resulted in a strong, raw, and passionate sound.
«Among Sirens» doesn’t just reflect hefty doses of courage and creativity, 
DBC’s live performance is also tangible in the recording. The rock band from 
Biel have spent the last two years performing in notable places both in  
Switzerland and abroad (Musexpo in L.A., EXIT Festival in Serbia, Woodstock 
Poland). These experiences have pushed Death by Chocolate to new heights, 
although they’ve managed to be pragmatic over tempting offers and stay 
authentic.
Musically the band has done a great job in capturing all the energy of a live 
performance in the album, something which is often lost when the sweat of 
the stage has dried and musicians walk into a studio or compromise their 
sound in a radio edit. Tracks such as «Siren Calls», «Alfred» or «If You Ask Me»,  
carry the full punch of the live performance. Even the quieter numbers have 
managed to retain the sweetness of the stage versions. 
Following «From Birthdays to Funerals» Death by Chocolate have shifted their 
focus to more instrumental diversity and the use of modern technology. Not 
letting themselves be bound by the past, the band has stayed open to the 
sometimes unusual approaches currently at play in the international music 
scene.
And with some success: Their album went straight into the Swiss album 
charts at number 10, the band was hailed the best talent in the month of 
September by leading Swiss national radio station SRF3, the first single  
«Family» made it into the daily playlists of the main Swiss radio stations and 
the album received laudatory reviews in the Swiss daily press. 
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Although «Among Sirens» was first released in Switzerland, 
Death by Chocolate  have gained notice over the border,  
recently winning a high profile support slot  to «The Blue Van», 
playing four concerts in Denmark including in Vega in  
Copenhagen. The year 2015 has begun promisingly with a  
nomination for «Best Live Act» at the Swiss Music Awards, and 
there’s no doubt that it’ll continue in this way.
Fast-paced, multi-layered and melodic, «Among Sirens» is like 
a powerful coiled spring just waiting mercilessly to unfold 
Death by Chocolate’s own brand of rock’n’roll, on you.
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http://www.deathbychocolate.ch
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